
MARKVILLE MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
GRADE NINE CREATIVITY UNIT 

   GARAGE BAND—CREATE YOUR OWN SONG 
 
 
 
Read to item # 4 before starting on the computer. 

 
 
 
 
 
The Assignment: 

1. You will be required to create a song which is no less than 1:00 min and no more than 1 
minute and 30 seconds in length.   

2. Your song at the very minimum should have at least this basic form AB.  
3. Remember to create interest in your song by exploring different approaches to the Form of 

your piece. (Different sections that relate to each other musically.)   
4. You need to think of the genre, or style, of music that you would like your music to be in.  

Explore the folders associated with that particular genre of music.  
*Remember you can borrow elements from other genres to create your own music.   

5. When saving work: 
• Go to the “FILE” menu and select “SAVE AS”.  Save your work to the “documents” folder in 

the appropriate grade level.  Save as your first and last name.  
6. At the end of the period select “Quit Garage Band” from the Garage Band menu. 
7. When you have completed your work session go to the APPLE menu and select  
      “SHUT DOWN.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Genre: A category of musical (or literary/artistic) work, as defined by a combination of stylistic 
features and expected social setting or function.  i.e. Musical genre can refer to a style of music 
 
Form: the basic outline or shape of a piece of music.  This usually involves developed or 
contrasting sections of a piece that relate to each other though different musical elements—motives, 
phrases, rhythms, tonality, etc.  
 
Classical Forms 
*Binary Form: a piece of music in two sections, AB 
*Ternary Form: a piece of music in three sections, with the last section repeating the first: ABA 
 
Popular Forms  
Many contemporary forms of music are developed using ideas of verses and choruses  
e.g. Intro.-Verse 1-Chorus-Verse 2-Chorus-Bridge-Chorus-End  =  Intro. A B A B C B End 



 
 
 
Note: You will be receiving feedback throughout the project at various stages of the creative 
process.  
 
The Creative Process 

 
 

 
 


